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??? ? 3? ✓
????? ? 4? ✓ ✓
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? 2.1: ??????????????? 1
? 2.1: ??????????????
???? ??????? ???????
??? 1 297 65.6 74.1
??? 2 300 65.9 72.0
??? 3 304 66.5 70.0
??? 4 302 58.4 65.2
??? 5 308 69.3 74.4









??????? b?????? a???? b?????????????B????????
????? a??? 3?? 6????? b??? 2?? 5?????????????????
???????????????????????? 2.2??????????????? a?









??? 1 ??? 2 ??? 3
??? a 4.15 3.64 3.60
??? b 2.61 3.62 3.66
? 2? ??????????? 15
? 2.2: ???????? a?????????????
? 2.3: ???????? b?????????????


































????????????? 1????? 2.5??? l??????????????????


























∀i, j,m, n, l : x(i,m) ∈ {0, 1}, y(i,m)(j,n) ∈ {0, 1},











a(i,m)lx(i,m) ≥ zl (2.5)
I∑
i=1
x(i,1) = 1 (2.6)
∀i, j,m, n : y(i,m)(j,n) − x(i,m) ≤ 0 (2.7)
∀i, j,m, n : y(i,m)(j,n) − x(j,n) ≤ 0 (2.8)
∀i, j,m, n : x(i,m) + x(j,n) − y(i,m)(j,n) ≤ 1 (2.9)
? 2? ??????????? 18
? 2.3: ?????
x(i,m) ? (i,m)??????????
y(i,m)(j,n) ? (i,m)?? (j, n)????????????
zl ?? l??????????
K ?????
a(i,m)l ? (i,m)??? l???????
bl ?? l????
c(i,m) ? (i,m)?????????????? 1?
r(i,m) ? (i,m)????????
















4?? 3??????????????????? 3/4???4?? 2??? 2/4??????
?????2.4.3.3??????????
? 2? ??????????? 19
2.4.3.2 BERT??????????????
BERT [Devlin 18]??Transformer [Vaswani 17]? Encoder?????????????
Transformer?????????????????????????????????????





























(j − i+ 1)
logCn
)
(i ≤ j) (2.10)
????Cn???????????????????????? n-gram????????
? n-gram?????????????????










? 2? ??????????? 21
ROUGE-L (?????????)
ROUGE-L?????????????????????????????????















































? 2? ??????????? 23
? 2.5: ?? 1?-??? 4???????
? 2.6: ?? 4?-??? 1???????


























Model?Next Sentence Prediction? 2????BERT??????????????????
???????? 7?????? 63272?????????????????Transformer?
??????L = 8????????H = 256?self-attention??????A = 8??????
2.4.6.2 ????
?????????????????????????????????????????





???????????? SEM1 pre???????????????????? SEM1+ pre?






??? a???????????? 2.9????? b???????????? 2.10????







? 2? ??????????? 26
? 2.9: ??? a???????
? 2.10: ??? b???????



























f((i,m), (j, n)) (2.12)
f((i,m), (j, n)) = (2.13){
g( h
l>m
sim((i, l), (j, n)), h
l<n
sim((i,m), (j, l))) (2.14)
g (sim((i,m), before(j, n)), sim(after(i,m), (j, n))) (2.15)
















? 2? ??????????? 29
? 2.12: ????????
? 2.4: ????????????
????????? ??????????? ??????????? ?????
??? 1 - ??? 2 1.00 (11/11) 0.00 (0/0) 1.00 (11/11)
??? 1 - ??? 3 0.50 (3/6) 1.00 (1/1) 0.57 (4/7)
??? 1 - ??? 4 0.71 (5/7) 1.00 (1/1) 0.75 (6/8)
??? 1 - ??? 5 0.89 (8/9) 0.00 (0/0) 0.89 (8/9)
??? 2 - ??? 3 0.88 (7/8) 1.00 (2/2) 0.90 (9/10)
??? 2 - ??? 4 0.93 (14/15) 0.50 (1/2) 0.88 (15/17)
??? 2 - ??? 5 0.93 (13/14) 1.00 (3/3) 0.94 (16/17)
??? 3 - ??? 4 1.00 (13/13) 0.00 (0/0) 1.00 (13/13)
??? 3 - ??? 5 0.91 (10/11) 0.00 (0/1) 0.83 (10/12)
??? 4 - ??? 5 1.00 (15/15) 0.00 (0/1) 0.94 (15/16)
? 2.5: ???????????
??????????? ??????????? ?????
??? 1 0.83 (59/71) 0.90 (26/29) 0.85 (85/100)
??? 2 0.82 (58/71) 0.72 (21/29) 0.79 (79/100)
??? 3 0.89 (63/71) 0.72 (21/29) 0.84 (84/100)
??? 4 0.86 (61/71) 0.93 (27/29) 0.88 (88/100)
??? 5 0.79 (56/71) 0.76 (22/29) 0.78 (78/100)



























????? [Rush 15,Chopra 16,Nallapati 16,Kikuchi 16]????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????









2.6.2.1 Conditional Random Fields
1??????? Conditional Random Fields?CRF?????CRF??????????





? 2? ??????????? 32
2.6.2.2 Bidirectional LSTM






? 2.14: Bidirectional LSTM
in = tanh (Wxi · xn) (2.16)
−→p n = LSTM
(−→
W ip · in +
−→
W pp · pn−1
)
(2.17)
←−p n = LSTM
(←−
W ip · in +
←−




[−→p n||←−p n] (2.19)
yn = softmax (Wp · pn) (2.20)







??????????? [Gulcehre 16,See 17,Paulus 18,Celikyilmaz 18]?
??????Pointer Networks???Sutskever????? [Sutskever 14]????Encoder
?? Decoder??????????????????????? 2.15??????Decoder?
???????????????????????????Bahdanau????? [Bahdanau
15]???? Encoder???? LSTM??? attention????????? 2.16??
?????Encoder?Decoder??????? 200????????
? 2.15: ?????? Pointer Networks [Vinyals 15a]
? 2? ??????????? 34
? 2.16: Pointer Networks with Attention
in = tanh (Wxi · xn) (2.21)
−→p n = LSTM
(−→
W ip · in +
−→
W pp · pn−1
)
(2.22)
←−p n = LSTM
(←−
W ip · in +
←−








Wp · pn +Wq · qm−1
)
n ∈ (1, ..., N) (2.25)

















jnˆ = tanh (Wyj · xnˆ) (2.31)
qm = LSTM
(










n ∈ (1, ..., N) (2.33)
ymn = softmax (u
′
mn) n ∈ (1, ..., N) (2.34)
? 2? ??????????? 35
2.6.2.4 Differentiable Neural Computers
4???????Differentiable Neural Computers?DNC?????DNC????????












? 2.17: Differentiable Neural Computers [Graves 16]
? 2? ??????????? 36
2.6.3 BERT??????????
???Transformer?BERT???????????? 2.18????BERT???????






























? 2.6: ??? 2??????????????
????????? ???????????
??? 1 - ??? 2 158
??? 1 - ??? 3 153
??? 1 - ??? 4 159
??? 1 - ??? 5 160
??? 2 - ??? 3 164
??? 2 - ??? 4 181
??? 2 - ??? 5 173
??? 3 - ??? 4 170
??? 3 - ??? 5 162
??? 4 - ??? 5 172
? 2? ??????????? 38
???????????????????????????????????? 3????
????
?? 1? - ??? 4?????????
1????????????????4??????????????????????
?????????????????????

































? 2.19: ?? 1? - ??? 4?????????
? 2.20: ?? 1? - ??? 4????????????
? 2? ??????????? 40




? j???? 10??????i ̸= j???????????10????????????
??????????????????????????????????? SCM1????
???????????? SCM1 pre???????????????????? SCM1+ pre?
??? 2????????????????? SCM2+ pre???????????????
?????????????????????????? [Nomoto 08]??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????


































? 2? ??????????? 43























???? 261 ? 2.26: ?????????????
? 2.8: ?????????????????????
???? ?????? ????? ?? ????? ????
?? 2 2 4 6 3 2
??????? 4 4 3 1 1 0
???? 78 57 44 41 32 25










???? 86 ? 2.28: ????????????
? 2? ??????????? 46
? 2.10: ????????????????????
???? ?????? ????? ?? ????? ????
?? 0 0 2 1 3 2
??????? 2 1 1 0 0 1











































?????????? [? 07a,? 07b,? 08]??????????????????????
???????????????? ⇒ ????????????????????????
??????????e.g.???? ⇒ ?????????????????????????
?e.g.???? ⇒ ???????????? [?? 03]??????????????????
?????????????????WWW??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????





















? 3? ???????????????????? 49
?????????
?????Encoder-Decoder???????End-to-End?????????????? [Vinyals
















? 3? ???????????????????? 50
??????????????10????????????? 3.1? (a)?????????
?????????-1????????????????????????????????



















?????????????????????? [?? 90,?? 02]?1990?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????




? 3? ???????????????????? 51
? 3.1: ???????????[?? 90]???????????
????????
? ?
???? ? ??? ???
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• A? B?????????A?? B?e.g.????????PC??? ⇒ ??????
??? PC????







• ????? ⇒ ???????e.g.??? ⇒ ????
• ???????????e.g.????? ⇒ ????
• ??????????e.g.???? ⇒ ???????
• ???????????????? ⇒ ????????? ⇒ ????
• ???????????? ⇒ ????
• ?????????????????????????? ⇒ ???
• ??????e.g.?????? ⇒ ?????? ? ?????? ⇒ ??? ? ????
• ??????e.g.???? ⇒ ????????? IC??? ⇒ ???? IC???
• ??????????e.g.??? ⇒ ?????













10??????????????? 3.2?? 3.3??????? 90%???F???????




?? 90.7 92.2 91.4
?? 93.9 92.6 93.2
?? 92.3 92.4 92.3
? 3.3: ????????
?? ??? F?
????? 90.7 92.2 91.4
????? 93.9 92.6 93.2















? 3? ???????????????????? 57
? 3.2: ???????









































































? 3? ???????????????????? 61
?????????











???????? ⇒ ??????????????? ??????????????????





















































































































????????????????????????????????e.g. ??? ⊥ ????












































































































































?????????? 20%???? 4.1?????? 33%??????????? 4.3????
?????????? 19%???? 4.1?????? 62%??????????? 4.4??????























































































??? BERT?Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers?[Devlin 18]???








15,?? 03,?? 12,? 14,Nisimura 06,?? 98]?????????????????????
????????????????????????? 1??????????F0??????
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18,Luo 18,Satt 17,Tang 18,Yenigalla 18]?????Guo?????????????????

























?? ???? ????????? ???
?? ???? ??? , ???? , ???, ?????
???????? ???? ???? ?? , ??? , ?????? , ????
???? ???? ???????, ?? ?? , ????????
???????? ??? ?????????? ???, ??, ??, ???, ??????? ??????? ??????, ?????, ????
????????? ???? ?? ?????, ??, ???, ???????
? 5.2: ????????????????????
????? ????? ??????
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? 2042 2042 292 276 584 584
???? 3228 3197 461 457 924 915
???? 360 358 52 52 102 102
??? 1776 1763 254 252 508 504
?? 355 350 51 51 101 102
???? 361 359 52 52 104 102
? 5.1: ????????????????????Fleiss’ Kappa?

















??????????? 16??????? CNN-AutoEncoder?? 5.2.b?????????
????????????????????????????????




































??????????????BERT?????????????? self-attention [Lin 17]
????????????? v u???????????????? LSTM????????
attention [Bahdanau 15]???????????????????? v p?????????
????? v u??????????????????????????????BERT??
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Model?Next Sentence Prediction? 2????BERT??????????????????
???????? 7?????? 63272?????????????????Transformer?
??????L = 8????????H = 256?self-attention??????A = 8??????






























? 5? ??????????? 84
? 5.4: ???????????
??????+?????? ??????+?????? ??????+??????
P P+U P+U+S P+U P+U+S P+U P+U+S
?? 0.902 0.955 0.960 0.932 0.944 0.929 0.935
???? 0.687 0.753 0.759 0.699 0.703 0.697 0.697
???? 0.593 0.775 0.789 0.618 0.637 0.598 0.613
??? 0.760 0.779 0.772 0.770 0.768 0.768 0.760
?? 0.552 0.749 0.759 0.709 0.734 0.571 0.606











????? 2,000 925 1,075
?????? 1,000 467 533





? 5? ??????????? 85
???????????LSTM????????????????????????????
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? 5.4: ?????????????
? 5.6: ??????

































?????????????? [Seneff 00,?? 01,?? 03a,?? 03b]???????????











??????????????????????????????? [?? 12,??? 18]???
??????????????????????????????????????????






















? [Montano 13]?Sarkar?Verma?????? Storyteller???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???? Storytelling??????????????????? [Sarkar 14,Verma 15]?Ramli
???????? Storytelling????????????????????????????
?? Storytelling??????????????????? [Ramli 16,Ramli 17]?
Storytelling????????????????????????Sarkar???Storytelling
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? [Sarkar 15a]??????????????????? short?
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18]????????????? i-vector???????????? [Wu 15]????????



































???????????????????????? STRAIGHT????? [Kawahara 06]
??????????????
3http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/
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6.4.1.2 ??????
?????????????????? Nucleus?????? Front Satellite????? Rear









? 6? ???????????? 95
?????????? 6.3????????b???d???i???????????a???g???h?
?????????????c???e???f???j????????






















































? 6? ???????????? 98
? 6.5: ?????????????????????
? 6.6: ????????????





































































































































???????? STRAIGHT [Kawahara 06]?????????????0-39?????
???????1?????F0?5??????????????????????∆?∆2??
1??????????????????? 1??????? 0??? 139?????????
? 6? ???????????? 105
????????????????? E????????????












F0-RMSE dur-RMSE MCD BAD
?????? 36.420 4.779 5.064 0.660



















???? ??BoW ??BoW ??RNN ??RNN
0.252 0.260 0.251 0.233
?? 0.234 0.240 0.231 0.224
??? 0.239 0.242 0.230 0.230
??? 0.245 0.255 0.237 0.229
???? 0.253 0.261 0.249 0.236
???? 0.252 0.259 0.248 0.233
???? 0.250 0.260 0.250 0.236
??? 0.263 0.264 0.250 0.243




? 6? ???????????? 107
? 6.10: ??????????????????????
? 6.11: ?????????????????????



















? 6? ???????????? 109
? 6.7: ??????????????????????????????????? 100???
???????????????????????????????
???? ?????? ???

























? 6? ???????????? 110
???????????????????????6.4.1?????????????????











???? ??? ???? ???? ????




4 ✓ ✓ ✓
??? A ???????????????????? 1???? 2?????????
??? B ????????????????????? 2???? 3?????????




???????1????? 3?????????????? 1???????????? 6.1
???????????????????????????????????
? 6? ???????????? 111
6.7.2 ????












? 6.12: ??? 2????A?????????????????
? 6.13: ??? 2????B??????????????????
? 6? ???????????? 112



















? 6? ???????????? 113
6.8.2 ????














??? 1???? 1??????????? 6.15??????? 1???????????
????????? 1.13?????????????????????????? 1.17???
??????????????
? 6.9: ??? 3????A?????????????????
????????? ?????????
??????? 0.595 0.675
? 6.10: ??? 3????B??????????????????
?????? ???????
??????? 0.525 0.615





? 6? ???????????? 114















? 6? ???????????? 115




?????e.g. “HvMpX”??????????????????? 6.12????? 6.1???
????????????????????????????????? 6.12? “HvMpX”?
???????????????????????????????????????? 6.12


















































































? 6? ???????????? 120
? 6.20: ???????????????
? 6.21: ?????????????????












?N?S?E?R?A????????? N??????????? Y?????? N????
????N?????????????????5????????????B??????
?????????????
?? ID??? ID?????????????????????????? 6.7???????
????????? 6.14????????????????????????????????
? 6? ???????????? 122
? 6.23: ????????? [Iwata 11]
? 6.14: ?????????????????????????
?? ?? ?? ????? ? ?? X Y N S E R A













































































































































?? 1???? 5????? 4?????????????????????? 7.6?? 7.7

















? 7? ????????? 131
? 7.9: ??????????????2????????????????????????
?????????





























? 7? ????????? 133
?????????4?????????? 2?????????????????????
?? 1?? 10??????????????? 4??????? 2?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????






















































































? 7.18: ???????????????????????? 55%?
? 7? ????????? 139









































A B C D E F G H I J K
???? 1.23 1.33 1.81 1.25 0.89 1.27 0.92 1.12 1.09 1.95 1.16
???? 4.01 3.18 3.24 3.28 3.93 3.01 3.35 3.42 5.01 3.37 4.45
























? 7? ????????? 142
? 7.20: ???????????????
? 7.21: ??????????????









????????????? a??? 5???????? b??? 4????????A?5??
??B?9????????????????????????????????????QA

















??????????? a???????????? 4??????? 2????????
??? 7.25?????????????????????????????????????











? 7? ????????? 145
? 7.23: ?????????A?
? 7.24: ?????????B?
? 7? ????????? 146
? 7.25: ??????????? a??K?????????? 4??????? 2????
?????
? 7.26: ???????????????????????????????????? 10?
???
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A.2 ????










































???????????????????????????????? [Brown 84, Palincsar














???????? [Brown 84,Palincsar 84,ProMarketing Wizard 13,Voices Heard Media 13]?
????Brown? Palincsar?????????????????????????????








?????????? [?? 09]?Prakash??????????? Superlative Words????














? ?B ??????? 157
B.3 ?????????




??????? n?????? (x 1,x 2, ...,x n)?????????????x i? i???
??? one-hot????????????????????? d?????????????
??????????? LSTM??????????LSTM???????? u????
e i = Wxe · x i (B.1)
−→
h i = LSTM
(−→








h i = LSTM
(←−
















H = (h 1,h 2, ...,h n) (B.5)
? ?B ??????? 158
????H???? attention???????????????????r?????????










???? r×2u?????S? 2ru??????? s ???????????????????
S = AH (B.7)
s = [S[1]||S[2]|| · · · ||S[r]] (B.8)
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????










???????????????????????? d? 100?LSTM??????? u?
100?attention??? da? 100?attention?? r? 5??????????????????
2?????????? ⟨unk⟩??????????????? 4790??????
? ?B ??????? 159
? B.1: ?????????????
????? ????? ??????
?? 2500 100 126


























? ?B ??????? 160









































?UQA?????????????????? [?? 07a,Mizuno 07b, Soricut 06]?????
????SQuAD1 [Rajpurkar 16,Rajpurkar 18]?TriviaQA2 [Joshi 17]?NewsQA 3 [Trischler
17]????????QA???????????????????????????????









? ?C ???????????? 163















??????????????? 200?????????????? [Sekine 02,?? 07,Sekine





? ?C ???????????? 164
????7???????Wikipedia???????????????????Wikipedia??
?????????????????????? [?? 18a,?? 18b]?
??????????????????????? [Lafferty 01,?? 08,?? 08a,Kazama










???FASTUS [Appelt 93]?Alembic [Aberdeen 95,Vilain 96]?????? SVM??????


































????? ?? ??? F? ????
ARTIFACT 91.2 92.9 91.9 322
DATE 93.1 93.4 93.2 558
LOCATION 92.9 92.6 92.7 598
MONEY 95.6 92.9 94.2 254
ORGANIZATION 94.8 85.2 89.5 455
PERCENT 96.6 95.3 95.9 449
PERSON 90.0 97.5 93.6 648
TIME 96.0 95.0 95.5 399
WHY 91.1 90.5 90.8 230
DEFINITION 96.8 94.2 95.5 220
9http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?JUMAN
? ?C ???????????? 166
C.3 ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? SPIQA [Hori 03]?Harabagiu??
VAQA [Harabagiu 02]?????? SAIQA [??? 01]? SAIQA-II [??? 04]?Moldovan?







VAQA?Voice-Activated Question Answering??????????????????? [Harabagiu
02]?VAQA?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
SAIQA?System for Advanced Interactive Question Answering??????????????
TF-IDF????????FST????????? [??? 99]??????????????
?? [??? 01]????????????????????????????????????
???? [?? 03]????? [Suzuki 02]? SVM????????? SAIQA-II??? [??
? 04]?
PowerAnswer??????????????????????????? [Moldovan 07a]?
PowerAnswer???COGEX [Moldovan 03,Moldovan 07b]?????????????????
TREC-2007??????????????????????COGEX????????RTE;



































? ?C ???????????? 168
? C.4: ??????????????
?? ???? ???









??????????????? 2011? 3? 11? 2.98
2011?? 2.00
2011? 1.69
????????????????? 14? 46? 18? 0.890
14? 46? 0.529
14? 48? 31? 0.379
12? 20? 0.275










??????? Saeger????????? [Saeger 09a, Saeger 10]????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????X : ci? Y : cj
→ ? [??]???? [?] ... ????






???? ⇒ ???? ??? ⇒ ???? ????? ⇒ ?
?? ⇒ ??? ?????? ⇒ ?? ????? ⇒ ????
???? ⇒ ??? ????? ⇒ ?????? ??? ⇒ ??
?? ⇒ ???? ?? ⇒ ??? ??? ⇒ ???









? ?C ???????????? 170
2. ???????
KNP???????????????2????????????????






































?why????????????????????Metis [Harada 07]?NTT?NAZEQA [?
? 08,?? 09]?????????NICT?WISDOM19 [?? 12,Mizuno 16,?? 17,Tanaka
13]??why????? how???????????? [Hashimoto 14]?
?????????why???????? [?? 04]?????????????????
???????????????? [?? 06,?? 07]??????????????????
????????????why?????????RE:Why????? [?? 07]??????
???????? SAGE [?? 01,?? 02,?? 04,?? 08,?? 09]????????????
???????????????????????????Metis????? [Harada 07,?
?? 08,?? 09,?? 10,?? 11]?????????EDR????20????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????





? ?C ???????????? 172
Selfridge?????????????????????????????????????




























????⟨??? ⟩ = {?????????????????????? }
??????????????????????????
? C.7: ????????????????????
???? |??? ?? ?? ????????????
?? ??
?? ??? |?? ????????
??? |??? ??? ???????





[[?? ], [??,?? ], [?,?? ], [?,??,?? ], ...]











































??? [Takamura 05a,Takamura 05a,Takamura 06]???????????????????
????????21?????????????????????
21http://www.lr.pi.titech.ac.jp/~takamura/pndic_ja.html











































????????????????????BBN???????? BBN [Xu 03]????
??????QUALIFIER [Yang 03]?????? FDUQA [Zhou 06]?Blair-Goldensohn??


























? ?C ???????????? 178
Joho??????????????????????query noun????????????




Anke 13,Espinosa-Anke 14,Miliaraki 04,Xu 05,Yan 12]?????Yan???????????
??????????????? SVM??????? [Yan 12]?
?????????????????????????????????????????












???? ⟨d⟩?????????????????????????? ⟨/d⟩? ⟨l⟩???? ⟨/l⟩





? ?C ???????????? 179














































? ?C ???????????? 181
? C.14: ??????????????







































































?? ??? ?? ????
?? 3432 172 95.2% 3604
??? 353 3043 89.6% 3396
? C.16: ????????????? SVM?
?? ??? ?? ????
?? 3419 185 94.9% 3604
??? 207 3189 93.9% 3396
22http://www.s-yata.jp/corpus/nwc2010/








???CRF?Conditional Random Fields??CNF?Conditional Neural Fields???????
??????????????????????????????????????K???
????N -gram?K = 5, N = 1, 2, 3?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????














? ?C ???????????? 184
? C.18: CRF?????????
???????
?? ??? F? ????
I 92.3 54.6 68.6 245
O 97.7 99.0 98.4 18965
B 86.7 76.5 81.3 485
E 88.9 78.4 83.3 485
S 83.1 79.7 81.4 810
?? 89.7 77.6 82.6
? C.19: CRF?????????
??????
?? ??? F? ????
I 95.9 76.5 85.1 1842
O 97.5 99.4 98.5 34113
B 94.2 82.4 87.9 1183
E 94.3 83.2 88.4 1183
S 62.5 83.3 71.4 112
?? 88.9 85.0 86.3
? C.20: CNF?????????
???????
?? ??? F? ????
I 68.1 87.0 75.5 245
O 99.0 98.1 98.5 18965
B 78.3 85.1 81.4 485
E 80.9 87.8 84.1 485
S 80.8 86.5 83.5 810
?? 81.4 88.9 84.6
? C.21: CNF?????????
??????
?? ??? F? ????
I 71.2 86.7 77.9 1842
O 98.6 97.3 98.0 34113
B 79.3 83.6 81.4 1183
E 83.0 87.6 85.2 1183
S 73.6 89.3 79.7 112






Query Attention [Yu 18]????????????? self-attention [Lin 17]????????
??????????????LSTM?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
? ?C ???????????? 185
Text Encoder??C.4????Embedding Encoder??QANet? Encoder Block????
????C.5??Position Encoding [Vaswani 17]?????????????????????
??????????????????self-attention? [Vaswani 17]???????????
????????????????????? Layer Normalization [Ba 16]????????
????????????????
Input Embedding???????????????QANet? Input Embedding?????
??????C.6??word2vec [Mikolov 13a,Mikolov 13b,Mikolov 13c,?? 14]???????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????? [Kim 14]????????????????????Highway Network [Srivastava
15]?????
? C.3: ?????????
? ?C ???????????? 186
? C.4: Text Encoder
? C.5: Embedding Encoder
? ?C ???????????? 187


























????????????GloVe [Pennington 14]? fastText [Bojanowski 17,Joulin 17]????
















??????? b?????? a???? b?????????????B????????










? a???? b??????????????????????? D.3??????????
??? a???? b? 1??????? 3?4??????????????
????? 1?????????????A??? B???????????D.5????
??A???B???????1?????? a????????????????????


























?????????????? 2? 1?? 2???????? 1? 1?? 3?????????
???????B????????? 1? 3?????????? 2? 5?????????








??????A????????? 1???? 2????? 1????? 1????????




? ?D ????????? 192
? D.2: ????????????????????????? a?
? D.3: ????????????????????????? b?
? ?D ????????? 193
? D.4: ????????????????????????? a+??? b?
? D.5: ??????????1???????????
? ?D ????????? 194
? D.6: ?????????????????????????? a?
? D.7: ?????????????????????????? b?
? ?D ????????? 195
? D.8: ??????????1???????????
? D.9: ??????????????









??? 1 77.9 70.9 75.9 ( 315 / 415 )
??? 2 63.5 59.0 90.0 ( 322 / 362 )








??? 1 78.1 71.3 76.5 ( 517 / 676 )
??? 2 65.5 60.9 88.0 ( 639 / 726 )
??? 3 83.2 71.7 59.4 ( 431 / 726 )
? ?D ????????? 197
? D.11: ?????????????????A?
? D.12: ?????????????????B?
? ?D ????????? 198
? D.13: ????????????????????????
? D.14: ??????????????????????????
? ?D ????????? 199
? D.15: ???????
? D.16: ?????????????????????????A?
? ?D ????????? 200
? D.17: ?????????????????????????B?
? D.18: ????????????????A?
? ?D ????????? 201
? D.19: ????????????????B?
? D.20: ????????????????????????A?
? ?D ????????? 202
? D.21: ????????????????????????B?
D.3 Yahoo???? vs. ??????
D.3.1 ????
???????????????????MCKP???????Yahoo?????????





















? ?D ????????? 204
? D.23: ????Yahoo?????????????????A?
? D.24: Yahoo?????????????????????
? ?D ????????? 205
? D.25: ?????????????A??????????????A?
? D.26: ?????????????A?????Yahoo????
? ?D ????????? 206
? D.27: ?????????A??????????????????
? D.28: ?????????????B??????????????B?






???????????? [?? 17a,Fukuoka 17b]?
E.1 ????
??????? 16kHz????F0????? STRAIGHT [Kawahara 06]????????


















































? ? F ??????????? 211
1990???????????????????????????????????????
???Kupiec????????????? [Kupiec 95]?Lin?????? [Lin 99]?Hirao?






























? ? F ??????????? 212
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????NP???????? [Khuller 99] ?????????????Filatova??
??????? [Filatova 04]?Yih?????????????? [Jelinek 69]???? [Yih
07]?Khuller?????????? [Hromkovic 03]???? [Khuller 06]?????????




























? ? F ??????????? 213





























? [Vinyals 15a]????????????? shortlist??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????Gulcehre???????????????????????????????
? ? F ??????????? 214
?? Encoder-Decoder???????? [Gulcehre 16]??????????? shortlist??















?????????? [Nallapati 16]?(1) Large vocabulary trick [Jean 14] : decoder????
???????????????????????????????????(2) Feature-rich
Encoder : Encoder????????????????????????? IDF??????
????????(3) Pointing Mechanism?Copy Mechanism?[Gulcehre 16] : ???????
??????????????????????????????????Switch? on??
?????????????off??????????????????switch? off????




Nallapati???Pointing Mechanism??? [Nallapati 16]???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????See
???Pointer???Generator????????????????????Pointer-Generator
???????? [See 17]???????? Generator?????????Pointer????
???????????????? attention??? coverage vector???????????
??????????????????????????????????????Coverage






?????Paulus???Self-Critical Sequence Training [Rennie 17]????????????



































??????????????????????? [Klerke 16]???????? eye-tracking
?????????eye-tracking????????????????????????????

























Google Scholar?? “Text Simplification”?“Lexical Simplification”?“Syntactic Simplification”
?????? 1994??? 2014?? 20?????????????????????????
???? [Shardlow 14]????2010??????????????????????????
??????????????? Simple Wikipedia?????????????? [Yatskar
10,Coster 11,Napoles 10]???????????????????????????????





Simplified Technical English Specification?1??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? [Adriaens 95]????????









???????? [Rello 13]????????Wikipedia??? Simple Wikipedia?????
?????????????????????????????? [Kauchak 13]?
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????LWLM; Latent Words Language Model?[Deschacht
09]?????????????? Shardlow??????? [Shardlow 14]?????????
??????????????????????????????????? [Deschacht 09]?
1http://www.asd-ste100.org/































































? [Hoard 92]? [Scarton 10]?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????




















??????????????Advanced LAnGuage INformation forum?ALAGIN1????
???????????? [?? 12d,?? 12e]?
G.1.1.1 ????????????
??????????????2???????????????????????????
??????????? 121,508??????????????????? 1??? 2???
????? 1 → ?? 2??????? 1???????????????????????? 2
????????????????????????
?????? 4?????????
(1) ???????????????????e.g.???? → ???????, ???? → ?
????
(2) ???????????????????????????????e.g.???? → ??,
???????? → ????????
(3) ???????e.g.????? → ??, ???? → ?????
(4) ??????????e.g.??? → ??, ??? → ????
1http://www.alagin.jp/
2https://alaginrc.nict.go.jp/resources/nict-resource/li-info/li-outline.html#A-2
? ?G ???????????? 222
?????? 4?????????
(1) ??????????????????????e.g.???? ̸→ ??, ???? ̸→ ???
(2)???????????????????????????????????e.g.??? ̸→
??, ????? ̸→ ?????
(3) ???????e.g.??? ̸→ ???, ????? ̸→ ?????
(4) ???????e.g.???? ̸→ ????, ????? ̸→ ???
???????????????? [Hashimoto 09,?? 11a, Lin 01, Shinzato 08, Szpektor
08,Weeds 03]?????????????????? [?? 11b,Hashimoto 11c]??????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????A → B?????B → C?????????A → C????????
????????????????????????????????? [?? 10]?
????????????????????????X(??)? Y (??)???? → X(?
?)? Y (??)???????????????????????????????????
? [Kloetzer 13a]?????X? Y ????? ⊥ X? Y ?????????????????











??-?-??? ??-?-??? ?? ????
??-?-?? ??-?-??? ?? ????
??-?-?? ??-?-??? ???
3http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?PredicateEvalSet
? ?G ???????????? 223
G.1.1.2 ???????????




????? (? 0.152), ????? (? 0.163), ???????? (? 0.166), ??????
??? (? 0.178), ????? (? 0.18), ???? (? 0.181), ???? (? 0.181), ????
(? 0.182), ?????? (? 0.187), ??????? (? 0.19), ??????? (? 0.192),








e.g. [?????,1????] [100????,100m] [????,??] [???,???] [??
?,ATARI]
2. ???
e.g. [?????????,?????] [??,????] [???,???????]
3. ??????
e.g. [??,??] [?????,????] [?????,????] [??????,???
???]
4. ????
e.g. [??,??] [???,???] [????,???]
5. ???????
e.g. [?,??] [??,????] [???????,?????] [?????,???????]
6. ????





















????????????????? 1?????????????????? [?? 10]?
G.1.1.5 ????????
??????????7??Wikipedia?????????????????????????


















⟨ A?B?????? ⟩ 0.0578512397
⟨ A?B??? ⟩ 0.0400322407
⟨ B??????A ⟩ 0.0370898716
⟨ A?B??????? ⟩ 0.0346598203
⟨ B??????A ⟩ 0.0335473370
· · ·
?⟨A?B????? ⟩????????????????????????
⟨ A?B??? ⟩ 0.0549719888
⟨ A??B??????????? ⟩ 0.0382925298
⟨ A?B????? ⟩ 0.0377786173
⟨ A?B????? ⟩ 0.0336538462
⟨ A?B??? ⟩ 0.0331325301
⟨ B??????A ⟩ 0.0314937013
· · ·
?⟨A?B??? ⟩????????????????????????
⟨ A?B??? ⟩ 0.0224161276
⟨ A?B????? ⟩ 0.0186121788
⟨ A?B??? ⟩ 0.0175963197
⟨ B???A ⟩ 0.0175141447
⟨ A?B????? ⟩ 0.0132786565
⟨ B?????A ⟩ 0.0132532850
· · ·
8https://alaginrc.nict.go.jp/resources/nict-resource/li-info/li-outline.html#A-6
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G.1.3.5 ?????????? 2010






1??? 17????????? 2???1??? 12?????????? 2????? 4??



















? ?G ???????????? 229
G.1.3.8 ???????? Wikipedia????
????????Wikipedia????25??Wikipedia???????????26??????


































???????? [?? 05]???????????? 8500???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????? [?? 08]?
G.1.3.15 Polar Phrase Dictionary
?Polar Phrase Dictionary?33??HTML???????????????????????
??????? [Kaji 06]???????????????????????????????










? ?G ???????????? 231
G.1.3.17 ???????????
?????????????35??????????36?????????????????
????? 5??????????????? [Maruyama 18,?? 17]?
G.1.3.18 Simple PPDB: Japanese
?Simple PPDB: Japanese?37??57????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????















? ?G ???????????? 232
G.2 ???????
G.2.1 ??????










? ?G ???????????? 233
?
????????????????? JUMAN??????????????
?? ?? ?? ?? 6 ?? 5 * 0 * 0 ”??:??:?:634:0.00043”
@ ?? ???? ?? ?? 6 ?? 4 * 0 * 0 ”????:??/???? ??:??:???:?”
? ?? ? ?? 6 ???? 1 * 0 * 0 ”????:?/?? ????:? ????:???”
? ?? ? ?? 6 ???? 1 * 0 * 0 ”????:?/?? ????:? ????:???-???”
? ? ? ?? 9 ??? 1 * 0 * 0 NIL
?? ???? ?? ?? 6 ???? 1 * 0 * 0 ”????:??/???? ????:???”
?? ???? ?? ?? 6 ???? 1 * 0 * 0 ”????:??/???? ????:???”
? ? ? ?? 9 ??? 1 * 0 * 0 NIL
?? ????? ?? ?? 6 ???? 2 * 0 * 0 ”????:??/????? ????:???
????:???? ??:??-????:??/??????;??-????:??/??????”








?? ?? ?? ??-????-??-?
? ?? ? ??-??
? ?? ? ??-??
? ? ? ??-???-??
?? ???? ?? ??-??
?? ???? ?? ??-??
? ? ? ??-???-??
?? ????? ?? ??-????


























??????? [Kawahara 06b,?? 07]???????????????????? [Sasano
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